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ABSTRACT

This work is devoted to development of the way for dry storage of spent fuel of the WWR-
K reactor. The research outcomes are as follows:

residual energy release in spent fuel element assembly were determined via fortune
combination of calculations and experiments;

the depth of fission product occurrence relatively the fuel element shroud surface was
found experimentally;

the time of fission product release to the fuel element shroud surface was estimated.

1. Introduction

In the WWR-K reactor fuel assemblies (FA) of hexagonal tubular fuel elements (FE) are used. The FE
is three-layered: the inner layer (core) is made of the uranium-aluminum alloy, having the length 600
mm and the thickness 0.6 mm, and the aluminum alloy shrouds 0.85 mm thick. The fuel element wall
thickness is 2.3 mm. The gap between two neighbor fuel elements is 3 mm. Uranium enriched to 36%
is used in fuel elements. 109 g of uranium-235 is contained in the FA. When burnup of uranium-235
reaches 40%, FA is removed from the reactor core and placed to wet storage.

Search for opportunity for dry storage of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) of the WWR-K reactor is related to
the following circumstances: insufficient capacity of tanks for wet storage and absence of
reprocessing plants in Kazakhstan.

In view of development of the SNF dry storage
draft, one is to know thye values of residual heat
release and the time of diffusion escape of fission
products (FP) out of the spent FA shroud, being
important for provision of radiation safety of FA

Fig. 1. Fuel element assembly dry storage.

2. Determination of residual energy release in spent fuel element assemblies

For studies, spent FE with various values of the burnup, stayed in wet storage long time were chosen.
After eight years of settling in FA, mainly, long-lived isotopes are available, namely: 137Cs and 90Sr,
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with the values of the yield per one act of 23SV fission by thermal neutron comprising 6.15 and 5.74 %
137respectively. As a result of 137Cs decay, the 661-keV y quanta and the 520-keV P particles are emitted.

As a result of decay of 90Sr, only P particles with the net energy 2800 keV are emitted. The P particles
are assumed to be absorbed completely in the FA material, whereas the y quanta are absorbed only
partially. Assessment of the energy release rate under decay of x37Cs and 90Sr was carried out by
means of calculation of its accumulated amounts.
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Fig.2. Calorimeter

A specially developed adiabatic-type calorimeter
was used for experimental determination of
residual heat release (Fig. 2). The calorimeter
consists of a vessel with vacuum isolation and the
thermocouple battery (2). The vessel is made of
two stainless steel coaxial cylinders (3 and 4)
coupled by the positioning ring (5) in its upper
part. The inner cylinder is hung at three stainless
steel wires. The thermocouple battery is
composed of 30 chromel-alumel thermocouples.
Thermocouples are distributed over the volume of
the inner cylindrical vessel filled in with water.
During measurements, free ends of thermocouples
were immerged into the Dewar flask filled in with
liquid nitrogen. Space (6) between the inner and
outer cups is pumped out to the residual pressure
10"1 mm Hg. The calorimeter was graduated by
means of the FA mockup with the built-in electric
heater. The electric heater was fed by the high-
stabilized constant-current source, intended for
graduations.

Due to high level of radioactivity in studied SNF,
the calorimeter is mounted under the reactor
protective cap. All operations are executed under
remote control and observed by means of
periscope.

Procedure of measurements consisted in the following: measurement of the thermocouple EMF versus
time for the FA mockup at the set of constant values of the heater electric power ranging from 0.5 to
10 V, measurement of the thermocouple EMF versus time for the spent FA, and on comparing the
obtained EMF dependencies for the real FA and the mockup, the SNF heat release is determined.

Results of measurements and calculations are presented in table.

Produced energy,
MW* (day-and-night)

31.2
24.5
19.2

Burnup,
ing
41.3
31.8
25.0

Heat release, in W
(experiment)
2.53±0.13
1.78±0.10
1.5810.07

Energy release, in W
(calculations)

2.42
1.86
1.47

Experiments on investigation of FA with the same settling time but various values of the burnup have
shown that the FA with highest extent of burnup give maximum heat release. The calculated values of
the residual energy release are in agreement with experiment.

The measurement technique we have developed gives chance to determine the residual heat release in
the WWR-K reactor spent FA with accuracy not worse than 5%.
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3. Determination of the depth of penetration into fuel element shroud material and
assessment of the time required for FP diffusion escape to FE surface

Determination of the depth of FP penetration to material was carried out in two steps. In the first step
FA cleaned from surface impurities 137Cs and U4Cs was placed to hermetic dry container and was
removed from it in a certain time interval in order to take smears, each time from new section of the
surface, in order to determine probability for cesium release from aluminum shroud of the fuel
element core. This step of measurement lasted about a half of year. Experiments haven't revealed any
traces of X37Cs or ]34Cs in the smears taken in 1, 2, 3, 6 and 12 months. Thus, hermetic sealing of the
shroud is proved to be conserved.

As the second step, the distribution of U7Cs and ]34Cs over the thickness of the fuel element shroud by
the technique of layer-to-layer analysis was studied via shroud chemical etching with subsequent
gamma spectrometric analysis for cesium content in solution after etching. In view of determination
of the required shroud etching time, preliminary experiments on etching the FE shroud material were
undertaken. The sample was weighed before and after etching. The value of the removed layer was
determined by the variation in the measured sample mass. The studied FA was placed into protective
container with a hole in the side wall, and the 20% solution of NaOH was supplied to the FA external
wall. In a certain time interval required for shroud material etching to some specified depth, the
solution was removed, and a new portion of fresh solution was supplied to the wall. Each portion of
solution was studied at the gamma spectrometer for cesium isotope contents. Surface of NaOH
solution contact with the FA wall comprised 0.5 cm2, the solution volume in each portion was 15 cm3,
the etching time equaled 60 minutes, providing the etching depth 10 urn for every portion of the
solution, the etching temperature was 15 °C.

Following the technique described above, the layers of the outer shroud were removed from four FE
having the highest values of burnup up to the depth 190 \xm. In all cases cesium traces weren't
revealed at the depths up to 190 |um.

In order to assess the time required for FP diffusion escape to the shroud surface, one must know the
values of FP diffusion coefficients. It is very difficult to determine parameters of FP diffusion in SNF.
So the literature values of the diffusion coefficients referring to the elements adequate to fission
products in pure non-irradiated aluminum at 400 K were used, also this temperature is much higher
that that used for dry storage for the studied FA. For such elements as Ag, Co, Fe, Ni, Au, Mn, Zn
these values are within the range from 10"15 to 10"18 cm2/s. On a base of the known relation of atomic
theory of diffusion: L=(D-t)l/2 the time of diffusion to the distance L comprising 190 |um has been
determined. The estimated time is about 104 years.

4. Results and its discussion

The performed studies have shown that the maximum residual heat release for the FE with the highest
burnup comprises (2.5±0.5) W; the time of FP diffusion escape to the shroud surface is about 104

years; in all cases cesium traces weren't revealed at the depths up to 190 jam.

With the obtained information taken in mind, the following preliminary project of storage room for
dry storage of the WWR-K SNF has been developed. The storage room is to be located in the reactor
hall. It represents the iron concrete parallelepiped of the dimensions 4840x3600x1780 mm: 636
vertical cells are disposed over triangular grid of the 130-mm step inside the rectangular of the size
3380x2590 mm. The cell (Fig. 3) is weld of two pipes. The upper pipe plays a role of air radiator and
overhangs above the concrete mass. The protective concrete cap is place between the radiator and FA
(1). If FE is to be sent for re-processing, the protective concrete cup (2) with the radiator are cut off,
and, thus, free access to FE is provided.
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The efficiency of iron concrete shield has been calculated by the computer code Microshield. As the
initial data the net activity of 636 FA with the 40% average burnup and the 8.5-year settling time,
comprising 5100 Ci, was used. Calculations have shown that the value of the y-emission dose rate
varies from 0.8 (above radiators) up to 1.0 mR-hour"1 (near the storage room wall).
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Fig.3. Storage cell

The heat calculation has been performed
following the technique of free air flow,
and the heat flux through the concrete
mass, owing to small heat conductivity of

the latter, was neglected. For the FE with
the highest burnup (energy release is about

2.5 W) the maximum temperature of the FE wall comprises ~66°C, being considerably lower than the
admissible value (92°C).

By means of the computer code based on the Monte-Carlo technique, the storage room critical
parameters have been estimated. Calculations take into account real geometrical parameters of the
cell. The case of water ingress to technical gaps between cells was considered (storage submerging),
and the criticality value (Keff) doesn't exceed 0.738.
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